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It has been known for a long time that there exists a close relationship 
between Heyting algebras and closure algebras (cf. [12]). An essential 
aspect of this relationship is that the open elements of a closure algebra 
form a Heyting algebra and conversely, every Heyting algebra is the 
lattice of open elements of a closure algebra. An important feature of 
the last property is that in particular, a Heyting algebra can be embedded 
as the lattice of open elements of its free Boolean extension, the latter 
being endowed with a suitable closure operator [IO]. 
In this paper we establish some connections between equational classes 
(varieties) of closure algebras and equational classes of Heyting algebras, 
using the results mentioned above. We prove as a useful result that the 
congruence lattice of a closure algebra is isomorphic to that of the Heyting 
algebra of its open elements. This enables us to characterize the sub- 
directly irreducible closure algebras. Another implication is that the 
congruence lattice of a closure algebra is distributive and therefore 
J~NSSON’S results [7] apply. This last aspect will be investigated in 
subsequent papers. 
As an application of the methods that we develop, we investigate a 
sequence of equational classes of closure algebra which is associated with 
a sequence of equational classes of Heyting algebras and which has been 
studied recently by DAY [4]. We further introduce the notion of *-algebra. 
This is a closure algebra which is generated by its open elements. The 
equational classes of closure algebras generated by *-algebras seem to be 
of special interest. We investigate a sequence of classes of this type and 
we determine the equations which characterize these classes. 
1. NOTATIONS AND PRE~NARIES 
Doi = equational class of distributive lattices (L( + , ., 0, 1)) 
B =equational class of Boolean algebras (L, (+, ., ‘, 0, 1)) 
H = equational class of Heytmg algebras (L, ( + , ., +, 0, 1)) 
+ , . (always omitted) are sum (join) and product (meet); 0 and 1 are 
the smallest and largest element (nullary operations; ’ is complement 
and -+ is implication. For properties of these classes see [l, 6, 121. 
13 Indagationes 
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For 8 L L, L E Doi, (S] and [S) denote the ideal and filter generated 
by 8 respectively. Instead of ({u}] and [{a>) we write (a] and [a) respec- 
tively. Again, if L E D 01, then S(L) denotes the lattice of filters of L 
and L @ 1 stands for the lattice obtained by adjoining a new 1 to L. 
The equational class of algebras generated by a class R of algebras 
of a certain similarity type will be denoted by V(K). It is well known 
that V(K)=EIM’(R), where LI, 8 and P denote the operations of taking 
homomorphic images, subalgebras and direct products and their iso- 
morphic copies. For A E K we write P(A) instead of V((A)) and a similar 
convention applies to B(A), B(A) and P(A). The class of subdirectly 
irreducibles in K is denoted by KSZ and the class of finite algebras in 
K by KFIN. Recall that an equational class K of algebras is generated 
by its finitely generated members. As usual, a class K of equational 
algebras is called locally finite if finitely generated algebras in K are finite. 
A closure algebm is an algebra (L, ( + , ., ‘, ‘, 0,l)) such that (L, ( + , ., ‘, 0,l)) 
is a Boolean algebra and where a is a unary operator (closure operator) 
satisfying : 
(l-1) oa= 0, 
(1.2) x<xc, 
(1.3) X”=XO, 
(1-4 (x + y)“= xc+ ye, for 2, y E L. 
With the operator ’ is associated a unary operator ’ (interior operator) 
defined by a’=a”’ for a E L satisfying : 
(1.1’) lo= 1, 
(1.2’) x2x0, 
(1.3’) xoo=xO, 
(1.4’) (xy)“= x”y9 
The equational class of closure algebras is denoted by Be. If L E B,, 
then Lo= (3~‘: x EL} and L is called discrete if L’=L. It will be more 
convenient in this paper to work with the interior operator than with 
the closure operator, but we preserve the name of closure algebra (rather 
than “interior algebras”) for historical reasons. It is known that both H 
and Bc are generated by their finite members and that neither of them 
is locally finite [9, lo]. For more details on closure algebras see [12]. 
We recall the following facts. If L E Bc then L” is a sublattice of L oon- 
taining 0 and 1 and LO can be made into a Heyting algebra by deflning 
(1.6) a+b=(a’+b)‘for a,bEL. 
If L E B and Li is a sublattice of L containing 0 and 1, then there 
exists a uniquely defined interior operator ’ on L satisfying (1 .l’) . . . (1.4’) 
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and such that Li= L” if and only if 
(1.6) For each a E L, (a] n & has a largest element. 
In this case a’= max ((a] n Li). 
If R is an equational class of algebras, then we will often use the terms 
K-homomorphisms instead of homomorphisms. The same applies to 
R-subalgebras and R-congruence relations. If a E R and 8 C A then [X] 
(or [S]K) will denote the (K-)subalgebra generated by 6’. The lattice of 
congruence relations of A will be denoted by V(A). 
If L E Dsi(H, B, B,) we sometimes write +L instead of + in order to 
emphasize the fact that we refer to this operation in L. The same applies 
to ‘L, OL, 0~ etc. 
If L E Be and P E S(L) then P is called an *-filter if a E F =s a“ E F. 
The lattice of O-filters is denoted by P(L). It is known [12] that if L E B,, 
P E S(L) then the canonical B-homomorphism h: L --f L/F is a Bc- 
homomorphism if and only if F E P’(L). Also, if L E Bc and a E L” and 
we define b’@’ = b’a and b’(“= b” for b E (a] then ((a], (+ , ., ‘(‘I, O@‘, 0, a)) is 
a closure algebra and the map x I+ xa is a B,-homomorphism. 
We recall the notion of free Boolean extension. If L E DOI, then a free 
Boolean extension of L is a pair (LI, f) where Lr. E B and f is a DOI- 
monomorphism, such that if g: L + Lz, LZ E B is a Doi-homomorphism, 
then there exists a unique B-homomorphism h : L + LZ such that a o f = g. 
(LI, f) is unique up to isomorphisms and we will always assume that LI 
is a Dci-subalgebra of L and that therefore f is the inclusion map. Using 
this convention the free Boolean extension of L will simply be denoted 
by the symbol BL. It is known that if L E DOI and L is a Doi-subalgebra 
of LI, L1 E B, then [LIB g BL. For more details see [l, 5-J. 
2. SOME BASIC RESULTS 
In this section we briefly restate and extend some results of MCKINSEY 
and TARSKI [lo]. 
LEM~ 2.1. Suppose L, L1 E Bc and let A: L --f LI be a B,-homo- 
morphism. Then (i) h[L@J C LZ: (ii) hILo: Lo+ LZ is an H-homomorphism, 
and if h is onto then h[L” is onto. 
Pnoor. Immediate. 
THEOREM 2.2. (MUKINSEY and TARSKI [lo]). Let L E H. There exists 
a unique interior operator ’ on BL such that (B$‘= L. Moreover if a E BL 
and a= JJa, (u;+v‘), W, ~8 EL, l<i<n, then 
(2.3) 
PROOF. It is easy to see that max ((a] A L)= nrmr (uf --f q), hence 
by (1.6) ’ is a unique interior operator on BL such that (Bi’) = L. 
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From now on, if L E H, we will also use, without danger of confusion, 
the symbol BL to denote the closure algebra obtained from BL by 
endowing it with the interior operator as defined in (2.3). The following 
theorem is an extension of a result of MCKINSEY and TARSEI [lo]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let L E H, LI E Bc and suppose h: L -+ LT is an H- 
homomorphism. Then there exists a unique B,-homomorphism h* : BL -+ LI, 
where h*IL = h. It follows that if L E Bc and LI is an H-subalgebra of L” 
then [L& = BL~. 
P&OF. BL considered as a Boolean algebra is the free Boolean ex- 
tension of L, thus there exists a unique B-homomorphism h* : BL + LI. 
It follows easily from the fact that h is an H-homomorphism and from 
(2.3), that h*(a”) = (h*(a))” for a E BL. 
3. THE CONGRUENCE LATTICE OF A CLOSURE ALGEBRA 
It is known that if L E H then V(L) E P(L) and if F E S(L) then the 
corresponding congruence relation 13 is determined by (a, b) E 13 * azc = bu 
for some ‘u E P. The following theorem is basic in our investigations and 
reveals with Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 the important relationship which 
exists between H and Bc. 
THEOREM 3.1. If L E B, then V(L) and V(L’) are isomorphic. 
PROOF. It follows from section 1 that V(L) g P(L). Hence we need 
to show that .S(L”) z S”(L). For F E g(L”), let F*= [JQ-. 
Then B* E 9”(L). Indeed, if a E 8” then there exists b E P with a> b, 
hence a’> b” so a0 E P*. We claim that the map P I+ P* is an isomorphism 
between g(L”) and F”(L). First note, that if P E 9(L”) then F* n L’=F. 
Indeed, if a E P* n Lo then there exists b E P such that a> b. But a E Lo 
hence a E P and it follows that P* fi Lo= F. Next, if P, G E S(L”), then 
F~G~F*_CG*=+F=F*nL°CG*nLo=G showing that FCC-+ 
-+ P* C G*. Finally, in order to show that the map is onto, suppose 
F’E~‘(L). Let F=F’n Lo then FEN and aEF’==+a’EF’* 
~aO~P’nLo=F=F*nLo~ao~P* and it follows that F’ 2 F*. 
Obviously, P* C F’ and we conclude F*=F’. 
Recall that if L E H, then L E HSI if and only if L= LI@ 1, L1 E H. 
We therefore have the following 
COROLLARY 3.2. If L E B,, then L E B,, if and only if L’E HSI. 
Thus LEB~~* if and only if L’=Ll@ 1, LIEH. 
Since it ia known that V(L) for L E H is distributive it follows that 
V(L) is distributive for L E Bc. This fact is of course important for the 
investigation of the equational classes of closure algebras since the results 
of J~NSSON [7] can be applied, which will be done in subsequent papers. 
We also note that B, has the congruence extension property. Indeed, 
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if Lr is a B,-subalgebra of L, L E Be and P E So(&), then [J’) n Ll=F 
and [F) E S”(L) as can be easily seen. 
4. EQUATIONAL CLASSES OF CLOSURE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we prove some useful results concerning the relationship 
between the equational subclasses of H and those of Bc. 
We introduce the following notation. If .K C B, then K”= {Lo: L E K} 
and if K C LI, then R’= {L E Be: Lo E K). 
THEOREM 4.1. 
(i) If K is an equational class of closure algebras, then R” is an 
equational class of Heyting algebras; 
(ii) If K is an equational class of Heyting algebras, then KG is an 
equational class of closure algebras. 
PROOF. (i) Obviously P(K') C K'. To show that! S(K") _C K', let 
L E K and let LI be an H-subalgebra of Lo then by Theorem 2.4, Bhl 
is a B,-subalgebra of L and it follows from Theorem 2.2 that LI E K'. 
Finally, to show that H(K") C K', let h: Lo -+ LI, L E K, LI E H be an 
onto H-homomorphism. By Theorem 2.4, F, extends to an onto Be- 
homomorphism h*: BLO + BL~. Hence BLUE K and by Theorem 2.2, 
(BL,)'=LI thus L1 EK: 
(ii) Obviously, P(K") _C Kc. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that S(K') C Kc 
and H(K")CK'. 
THEOREM 4.2. 
(i) If KC B,, then (V(K))"= P(K"): 
(ii) If K 2 H such that ( V(K))SI C K then (V(K))"=V(Kd). 
PROOF. (i) Ob viously, K"Z (V(K))" thus by Theorem 4.1, V(K") C 
C(V(K))". For the converse, let K,={LE V(K):L'E V(K")). We show 
that Kl is an equational class. It is immediate that P(Kl) _C Kl. To show 
that S(K1) C KI, let L E KI and let L1 be a B,-subalgebra of L then by 
Lemma 2.1, Li' is an H-subalgebra of L'E V(K"). Hence Li E V(K') and 
thus LI E K. Finally, it follows again from Lemma 2.1 that H(Kl) C K,. 
The fact that KI is an equational class together with K _C K1 yields the 
result that V(K) = KI. Therefore (V(K))"=KiC V(K"). 
(ii) By Corollary 3.2 and by hypothesis, (( P(K))")s~= (( P(K))sr)' c 
C Kc C V(K'). Hence (V(K))" C T'(K'). The reverse inequality follows 
immediately from Theorem 4.1. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
We fist introduce some additional notation. If L E Bc let L* = [LO]+ 
Note that it follows from Theorem 2.4 that L*= B,p. L is called a 
*-algebra if L*=L. If K _C B,, let K*=V((L*:L E K}). Thus K* is the 
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smallest equational subclms M of B, such that M”= I’(P). The following 
lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA 5.1. If K ia an equational subcks of Bc then R* = (&I)*. 
PROOF. 
wsz)*"2 (K")sz ==+ (Ksz)*" 3 R" ==+ (I&z)* 2 K*. 
The reverse is trivial. 
The classes K*, where K is an equational class of closure algebras, 
are of special interest and it has been proven by BLOK [3] that B: is a 
proper subclass of B, and is generated by ita finite *-algebras. One of 
the objectives of this section is to investigate a sequence of equational 
classes of the type K*, where K is an equational subclass of B,, which 
generates B:. The equational classes of this sequence have in particular 
the property that all of its members are *-algebras. 
If K is an equational class of algebras and A E K, let (R: A) = 
={BER: A@‘(B)). F or n> 0, let C, denote the chain of n+ 2 elements 
and let P, denote the finite closure algebra with n+ 1 atoms and for 
whichPZ= 0,. Note that Pz= P, = Bc,. The following theorem states several 
of the properties of the classes (H : C,), n > 0 which were proven by Day. 
!CHE~REM 5.2. [4] 
(i) (H : C,) is an equational class for n > 0; 
(ii) a= V({(H: C,): n>O)); 
(iii) (H: C,+&z=(L @ 1: L E (H: C,), 7820); 
(iv) (H : C,) is locally finite for n> 0. 
Note that (a: 0,) is the trivial class and that (H : 01) = B. We first 
consider the classes (H: C,)” for n> 0 and then the classes ((H: C,)“)*. 
THEOREM 5.3. 
(i) (Be: Pn)=(H: Cs)“f or n > 0 thus each (Be: Pn) is an equational clans ; 
(ii) Bc= V({(B,: P,J: n>O}); 
(iii) (Be:P~+~)~z={LEB~,L”=L~@l,L~E(Bc:P~),n>O}; 
(iv) (B,: P,,) is locally finite for n > 0 ; 
PROOF. (i) By Theorems 5.2 and 4.1 we have 
LE(B~: P,)~P,~S(L)~G,~S(L’)~L”E(H: C,)e-LE(H: C&for ns0. 
(ii) Since Bc is generated by its finite members, it sufllces to show 
that BepIN G V(((Bc: Pn) : n > 0)). But L E BepIN =c- IL1 = 2” for some 
n>O+P,$S(L)=+Ls(B,:P,). 
(iii) By Theorem 5.2, Corollary 3.2 and by (i) of this theorem, we have 
Le(Bc: P,+I)sz-+Lo~(H: C,+&ze L’E {LI@ 1: LIE@: G)> e L’E 
(L;+ 1: La E (Be: Pn)). 
(iv) Since (B,: PO) is the trivial class, the statement is true for n= 0. 
Suppose the statement has been proven for some n> 0. 
Let L E (B,: P,+&z and suppose L is generated by {xi, . . ., ok}. Then 
by (iii), LO=Li @ 1, Li E (B,: PR) and since 1~~ E L”, 1~~ E L. Let 
Lz=[(lL*) u {Xl, *a*, ~k}]s. We show that Lz= L. Indeed, if a E Lz, a# 1 
then u”ELICL~ and if a=1 then d=l. Thus L2=L. Since (1~~1 is a 
&-homomorphic image of L, (1~~1 is generated by at most k elements. 
Also (~L,]“E (Be: PJ=(H: C,). Thus (lo,] E (H: C,J=(&: I’,,). In case 
n= 0, then (1~1 has cardinality 1 and therefore L has cardinality at 
most 2 @ In case 782 . 1, every member of (B, : Pn) which is generated by 
at most k elements has cardinality of at most the cardinality of the free 
algebra in (B,: P,) on k generators. By induction hypothesis this free 
algebra is finite. We conclude that in either case IL1 <N where N is a 
fixed integer. It follows that every member of (B,: Pn+i) which is generated 
by k elements is a subalgebra of a finite product of finite subdirectly 
irreducible algebras and is therefore itself finite. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let R be an equational subclass of & such that 
K C (B,: P,,) for some n> 0. Then K is locally finite. 
If the equations that characterize an equational subclass K of H are 
known then it is an easy process to determine the equations that 
characterize KC. We illustrate this in case of the classes (H: C,), n> 0, 
whose equations have equations have been determined by MCKAY [8]. 
If L E H, define the words p,, in L for n > 0, by (PO = xl and ps+l = 
=((xn+2 +pn)+ xn+2) -+ xn+2 for n>0. 
Then L E (H: C,) -z. p,= 1 holds in L [8]. Now if L E B,, define the 
words qn in L for n> 0 by 
THEOREM 5.5. (Be: P*) is equationally defined by the equation qn = 1, 
for n>O. 
PROOF. It easily follows from (1.6) that ptl(xf, . . . , %:+I) = qJx1, . . . , xn+n+l). 
Therefore if L E Bc then p,, = 1 holds in L” if and only if qn = 1 holds 
in L. Now LE (B,:P,) e-L”~(H:Cn)+p,,=l holds in L’-c+q,,=l 
holds in L. 
Note that (Be: P ) c is the trivial class. (Be : PI) is the class of closure 
algebras L for which Lo= B. This is the class of monadic Boolean algebras 
which has been investigated by P. R. HALMOS [6]. The equational sub- 
classes of (Be: PI) have been determined by MONK [ll]. Also cf. BASS [2]. 
We now turn our attention to the classes (B,: P,,)*, n> 0. Note that 
(B,: PO)* is the trivial class. Furthermore, since (B,: PI)“= (H: Cl) = B, 
(Be : Pi)* is the class of discrete closure algebras. Since the discrete closure 
algebra of 2 elements is a member of every non-trivial equational class 
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of closure algebras, it follows that (BE: Pi)* is a unique atom in the lattice 
of equational classes of closure algebras and which is contained in each 
non-trivial subclass of B,. 
REMARK. It follows from Corollary 5.4 that (B,: Pa)* is locally finite 
for n>O. 
Our next goal is to characterize the classes (B,: P,)* equationally. 
Let LEB~, aEL. Define a, for n>O by 
(5.6) ao=a, an=(a,-l)‘+(an-l)O for n>l. 
Note that a,-I=1 =+-a,=l. Also if h:L+Ll, L,L~EB~, is a Bc- 
homomorphism, then h(a,) = ((h(a))l, for a E L and n> 0. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let L E Bc and let a E L. 
(i) (al),=a,+l for n> 0; 
(ii) a, = 1 for some 122 0 implies a E L*. 
PROOF. (i) Obvious for n= 0 and for n 9 0 the statement follows 
easily by induction. 
(ii) Obvious for n= 0. Suppose the statement is true for some n> 0 
and suppose a,+1 = 1. Then by (i) and by the induction hypothesis 
ar=a’+a’~ L*. But a=ao+a; so a E L*. 
In the following lemma we consider a subdirectly irreducible *-algebra L. 
Thus Lo= LX @ 1, L1 E El and L = L*. Let Ls = (1~~1. Note that since LZ 
is a B,-homomorphic image of L, LZ is also a *-algebra. If a E LZ we will 
use the symbol a,,L2 to indicate that the operations as defined in (5.6) 
are taken in Lz, whereas the symbol a, is used to indicate that the 
operation is taken in L. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let L E BesI, L=L*, L”=Ll@l, LIEH and let Ls=(14. 
(i) If a E LB, then 
a~=a~~~+l& if aal, n uneven, 
a, = anL2 if n>2, n even and if an-14# 1~~’ 
a,=1 if n> 2, n even and if an-lG= lo,; 
(ii) If a=b+ l& b E Lz, then 
a,=b “Le if n>l, n uneven and if b,-q.#l~~, 
a,=1 if n>l, n uneven and if b+14=1~Z, 
a%=$+ l&, if n > 2, n even. 
PROOF. (i) It is easy to check that (i) holds for n= 1, 2. Suppose 
that (i) holds for n, n+ 1, where n is uneven. We prove that (i) holds 
for n-t-2 and n-i-3. 
For n-k2: 
Case 1. a,,LZ# 1~~. Then by induction hypothesis a,+1 =a%+~~. Thus 
I 
aa+2 = (a,+# + (an+l)‘= (an+lL2)’ + (h+lJ= 
= (aB+lL2)‘Le+ (a,+lLJoL2+ lk=a9~+2~,+ 14. 
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a Ti; 2il;2= 1~~. The n by induction hypothesis an+1 = 1 and therefore 
n+ - n~~'lL2 *%+2 += 1~~. Hence 
%+2= l= IL,+ lj=an+z,,+ 1%. 
For n-t3: 
Case 1. an+sLzf 1~~. Then by the previous result, an+2=an+2h+ l&. 
Thus 
~n+s=(a,+2)'+(a,+2)"=(a,+24+ GJ+ (a,+z$,+ Q”= 
=az$2L 
2 
+(%+2h)o=a~~2L +(%+2JLe=an+sG. 
2 
Case 2. an+2$= 1~~. Then again by the result for n+ 2, 
h+2=(an+2)'+(ala+2)'= (~n+2L2-tli2)'+(an+2L2+1~2)0= 
= (lLz+ Gz)'+ (lL,f l&)“= 1. 
(ii) The proof of this part goes along the same line as the proof of (i) 
and is therefore omitted. 
THEOREM 6.9. The class (B,: P,)* is characterized by the equation 
x,=1 for n>O. 
PROOF. We show first that (B,: Pa)* satisfies xn= 1 for n> 0. This is 
obvious for n = 0. Suppose the statement has been proven for some n> 0. 
By Lemma 5.1 it suffices to show that if L E (Be: Pn+l)s~, L= L*, then L 
satisfies xfl+i = 1. It follows from Theorem 5.3 (iii) that Lo= LI + 1, LI E H 
and that L2 = (1~~1 E (Be: Pm). Furthermore, since LZ is a B,-homomorphic 
image of L, we also have that Lz= Lz*. Thus by induction hypothesis LZ 
satisfies xn = 1. Let a E L. We will show that a,+1 = 1. 
Case 1. a E Lz, n even. By induction hypothesis anL = lag, thus 
By Lemma 5.8 (i), a,+l=a,+~,+l&=l. 
2 
~n+l~,'1L2. 
Case 2. a E Lz, n uneven. Then again by Lemma 5.8 (i) and since 
a nLz=lL2, &+1=1. 
Case 3. a=b + l&, b E La, n even. By Lemma 5.8 (ii) and since 
bnh=l~Z, a,+l=l. 
Case 4. a=b+l;, b E Lz, n uneven, then again by Lemma 5.8 (ii) 
and since bnL2= lag, a,+~= 1. 
Next we show that if L E B, and L satisfies xa = 1, then L E (B,: P*)*. 
It is obvious that this holds for n = 0 and we assume that the statement 
has been proven for some n > 0. In order to prove the statement for n + 1, 
it suffices to prove it for L E B,,,. Thus Lo=& @ 1, LIE H. Let Lz=(~LJ. 
Since xn+i= 1 holds for L, it follows from Lemma 5.7 (ii) that L*=L. 
We show that LZ satisfies the equation xnL2= 1~~. Let b E Lz. We will 
show that bnJ2= 1~~. 
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Case 1. n even. Suppose b,,%# 1~~. Let a=b + 14. Then by Lemma 
5.8 (ii), a,+l=bn+lh< lag< 1, a contradiction. 
Ca8e 2. n uneven. Suppose b,+ # 1~~. Then by Lemma 5.8 (i) &+I= 
=bn+l$< L2 1 < 1, a contradiction. 
Thus LZ satisfies x”$= 1~~ and it f o 11 ows from the induction hypothesis 
that La E (B,: P,)* and thus LZ E (B,: P,J. Therefore by Theorem 5.3 
(iii) LE (B,: P,+l). But L=L*, so L E (B,: Pn+l)*. 
COROLLARY 5.10. If L E (&: Pn)* for some n> 0, then L is a *-algebra. 
PROOF. By Lemma 5.7 (ii) and Theorem 5.9. 
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